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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we present calculations of the absorption coefficient for transitions between the bound states of quantum dots 
grown within a semiconductor and the extended states of the conduction band. For completeness, transitions among bound 
states are also presented. In the separation of variables, single band k-p model is used in which most elements may be 
expressed analytically. The analytical formulae are collected in the appendix of this paper. It is concluded that the transitions 
are strong enough to provide a quick path to the conduction band for electrons pumped from the valence to the intermediate 
band. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND 
BACKGROUND 
Understanding intraband optical transitions in quantum 
dots (QDs) is of interest, for example, in semiconductor 
devices, such as the quantum dot intermediate band (IB) 
solar cell [1-3] or the quantum dot infrared photodetector 
[4,5] (QDIP). Models are very useful, not only for the 
simulation of the operation of these devices but also for 
providing an intellectual framework to help in their devel-
opment. In the case of intraband transitions, that is, of 
transitions between bound states (BS) associated to the 
presence of the QD and between bound and extended 
states (ES) in the conduction band (CB), a good approxi-
mation can be obtained using the one-band k-p method 
[6]. This single band approximation is commonly used 
for phenomena involving only the CB. Actually, in the 
example studied in this paper, the projection of four-band 
k-p CB fundamental state wavefunction onto the CB is 
92%, the remaining 8% being projected onto the virtual 
bound (VB) [7]. This means that the contribution of the 
VB components can be neglected with an error of about 8%. 
A model for intraband optical transitions between BSs 
has been presented elsewhere [8]. In this paper, we com-
plete the model by including transitions between BSs and 
ESs in the CB. 
In the one-band k-p method, the stationary wavefunctions 
are expressed in the form *F = u0>jj, where u0 is the CB Bloch 
function that solves the time-independent Schrodinger equa-
tion for the case of k = 0 in the semiconductor and \\i is the 
envelope function that solves the envelope equation 
ft2 , 
2mc 
where mc is the effective mass of electrons in the CB (which 
in zincblende lattices, such as GaAs and InAs, is approxi-
mately isotropic) and U(r) represents the CB bottom, which 
is a variable with the composition of the semiconductor. For 
the calculations in this paper, we shall consider U(r) to have a 
square well profile with zero potential inside the QD (the 
energy origin) and U0 outside it. 
The function u0 has a fast spatial variation imposed by 
the periodicity of the crystal lattice, whereas the envelope 
function \\i has a much slower variation comparable with 
the characteristic length of the nanostructures. 
The most common way of producing QD devices is by 
molecular beam epitaxy in the Stransky Krastanov growth 
mode [9]. This method produces squat truncated quadran-
gular pyramids. For numerical ease, we treat the QD shape 
as a parallelepiped with a square base of widths 2a = 2b 
and height 2c, the latter being usually smaller. This is in 
agreement with some authors [10,11] and follows from 
our previous work [8].A transmission electron microscopy 
micrograph of a Stransky Krastanov grown QD with the 
modeled shape superimposed is shown in Figure 1. We 
believe that the strict shape is not critical to the accuracy 
of the model. In fact, other authors consider the QDs to 
be lens-shaped [12,13]. Concerning the envelope func-
tions associated to the QDs, we consider that the func-
tion can be written as i¡/(r) = X(x)Y(y)Z(z), where each 
factor is the solution of a one-dimensional equation of 
the form of Eq. (1) and in which the potential function 
is a square potential well of height U0 and width 2a, 
2b or 2c. Details on how this solution approaches the 
exact solution are given elsewhere [8]. The factorized 
solution obtained by separation of variables is very accu-
rate for squat QDs but less so when a = b = c. The use of 
the separation of variables method simplifies the calcula-
tions significantly. 
2. EIGENVALUES AND 
EIGENFUNCTIONS 
2 .1 . One-dimensional solutions 
In the following, we only consider the function X(x), though 
Y(y) and Z(z) are analogous. Because of the symmetry of 
the potential £/0, all solutions X(x) can be classified as odd 
or even. Solutions with energies less than U0 are of the form 
cos(kx) (even solutions) or sin(kx) (odd solutions) within 
the well flanked by two fading exponential functions 
outside it. Taking the bottom of the well to be the energy 
origin, the dispersion relation is 
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Figure 1 . Above: energy levels of the bound states for the quantum 
dot parameters defined in Table I. Below: transmission electron mi-
croscopy micrograph of one of the quantum dots with the modeled 
shape superimposed. This figure has been reproduced from [7] with 
permission. 
(imJV (2) 
Permitted values of k are those which assure no 
unbounded exponential exists (see reference [8]). The fad-
ing coefficient is K2 = (2mJh2)(U0 — E). These states are 
called BS. 
For energies above the well rim (E > £/0), the solutions 
have the same expression within the well but are flanked 
by harmonic functions with k* = (2mc/fi )(E — £/0). In 
this case, the all-harmonic solution is an ES, and there is 
no restriction on k; the energy spectrum is continuous. 
Strictly speaking, the ESs of the continuous spectrum 
cannot be normalized because the normalization constant 
flanked outside the potential well by solutions of the type 
cosh(K:(L — x)) and sinh(K:(L — x)) for even and odd func-
tions, respectively. The conditions of continuity of the 
function and its first derivative at the well boundaries lead 
to the equations 
cot(ka) = (k/K) coth(K:(L — a)) 
— tmi(ka) = (k/K) tanh (K(L — a)) (3) 
for even and odd solutions, respectively. For very large 
L (K(L — a) > 7), this condition is the same as in [8] 
for an unlimited space. In our calculations, L is chosen 
as to ensure this condition is fulfilled. For harmonic 
unbounded solutions, with energies greater than £/0, the 
condition at the well boundaries is 
(ke/k) cot(ka) 
(ke/k) tan(£a) 
cot(£e(a • 
tan(£e(a 
-0)> 
•o)> 
>ke(a — 6) = argcot[(£e//;) cot(ka)} 
>ke(a — 6) = argtan[(£e//;)tan(/;a)] (4) 
would be zero. 
To avoid difficulties with the continuum, we shall 
restrict the one-dimensional space to a large but limited 
segment of length 2L and apply periodic boundary condi-
tions at the ends. Under this assumption, the BSs are 
again for even and odd solutions, respectively. For a 
given value of the energy, the parameter 6 is adjusted 
to assure continuity at the well boundary. 
The periodicity restricts the energy to discrete values. 
This implies 
cot(-/fce(L - 0)) = cot(kJL - e))=0^k(L - 0) = (2i+ 1)JI/2 
tan(-/fce(L - 0)) = tan(/fce(L - 0)) = 0 => h(L - 0) = 2in/2 (5) 
where i is an integer for even and odd solutions, respec-
tively. In all cases, k=jn/2L leads to an even function 
when j is odd and to an odd function when j is even. There 
is one allowed state per interval Ak = n/2L. In the same 
way, we can state that there is one odd and one even state 
in each fc-interval of length 
Akodd = Afceven = n/L (6) 
For K(L — a)>l, the norm of the bound functions is the 
same as for an unlimited space, which has been calculated 
already [8] (see Eq. (Al) in the Appendix). For extended 
functions, N2 = L for very large values of L (as compared 
with d, Ilk and 6) independently of j (provided jn < < E). 
In this case, the normalization constant for these functions 
is 17 which may be small but not strictly zero (see Eq. 
(A2) in the Appendix). 
2.2. Three-dimensional solutions 
The same calculation can be repeated for the other coor-
dinates. We shall use subíndices x, y, and z to label the 
values of k, ke, K and E for each coordinate. The total 
energy (considering the origin to be at the QD CB bot-
tom) will be 
E = Ex + Ey + Ez = ft2 ik\ + k2 + kf) /2mc 
= h2k2/2mc (7) 
leading to functions that can be bound in some co-
ordinates and extended in others or totally bound or 
extended in all three coordinates. It is worth mentioning 
that, even if they are bound in the three coordinates, it 
may occur that their total energy be higher than U0. 
These are known as virtual bound states [14,15]. 
3. ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 
3.1 . Absorption coefficient and matrix 
elements 
In device physics, the carrier generation rate per unit vol-
ume and time is given by the expression [7] 
g = | acWph = | ^ « d £ (8) 
where dNph is an elementary flux of photons per unit 
area and time in a narrow range of energies and a is 
the absorption coefficient. Following the discussion in 
[7], for transitions between states with wavefunctions 
\fi and \\i', the exciton generation rate per unit volume 
and time is 
f d J V p l l 2 ^ V £ | ^ | r - E | ^ ) | 2 p A f S ^ 
g =
 J ^ » r e f C f e 0 Aab FmE^-E)dE 
(9) 
where e is the light polarization vector, nref is the 
refractive index of the medium, F is the fractional cov-
erage of the surface with QDs, N¡ is the number of QD 
layers per unit length, and £ l ine is the energy difference 
between the two states. By analogy, 
2rcVE|Mr-e|!/ , ' ) |2
 p 
a = —-1 — '-FNi5(Eline - E) 
nletchso Aab 
= oc'ES(E^-E) (10) 
where a' is defined for convenience. These values have 
to be doubled to account for the spin degeneracy of 
each state. 
3.2. Influence of polarization 
The matrix element (i/r|e-r|i/f ) — cosipsm6{\j/\x\\l/ ) + 
sin0sin<?(i/f|;y|i/f) + cos<?(i/f|z|i/f ) depends on the photon 
polarization, which is defined here by its Euler angles 
(<fi, 6). Following the separation of variables, the matrix 
element (i/rlxli/i') is the product three functions: one 
depending on x, one depending on y, and one depend-
ing on z. To have {\\I\X\\\I') 7^0, the quantum numbers 
rty and nz must be the same for \\i and \\i' because 
otherwise their internal product is zero; therefore, 
only nx can vary. What is more, the quantum numbers 
must be of different parity, as required by selection 
rules in the electric dipole approximation. The same 
can be said for the other coordinates: the only non-
zero matrix elements are those for which one single 
quantum number changes between two states of 
different parity. 
The square of the module of the matrix element, enter-
ing in the absorption coefficient, can be written as follows: 
|<iA|e-r|i//) I2 = cos20sin2<?|(^|x|i//)|2 
+ sin20sin02|{i/i|y|i//)|2 
+ cos92\Wz\^)[2 
+2cos0sin0sin20Re[<i/í|x|i/í )(i/'|y|i/' )] 
+2cos0sin0cos0Re[(i/r|x|i/r')(i/r|z|i//)] 
+2sin0sin0cos0Re[<i/í|y|i//)<i/í|z|i//)]2 
(11) 
Because only one quantum number may vary, the terms 
containing two different matrix elements are always zero. 
For instance, if the changing quantum number is nx, then 
(i/'lyli/'') is zero and so is the product (\fi\xfofi') (\fi\y\\fi'). 
In consequence, 
\{<fi\e-r\<fi')\2 = cos20sin20|<i/í|x|i//)|2 (12) 
+ s in 2 ¿s in0 2 |<^# ' ) | 2 
+ cos(92(^|z|^) 
and only one of these three terms can be nonzero. 
The incident photons have a range of polarizations, 
and the observed data results from averaging |(i/r|r-e|i/f )| 
. In the case of normal illumination, because the electric 
field of the photons is transversal, the polarization 
vector has 6 = nil and |(i/r|r-e|i/f )| — cos20|(i/f|x|i/f )| + 
sin 0|(i/r|y|i/f )| . Averaging over all the possible <f> form 0 
to 27i, we obtain (l(i/fWi/f')l2+ \(\¡/\y\\¡/')?')l2. For in-plane illu-
mination, the angle <fi is fixed (normal to the propagation of 
incident light in the plane x,y), and averaging Eq. (12) over 8 
in the interval (—n/2,n/2), we obtain cos 
sin 0l(i/r|yli/f')l /2+l(i/flzli/f')l II with only one term being 
nonzero. For instance, if the quantum number that changes is 
iiy, then the squared matrix element is sin 20l(i/Hyli/Ol2/2with 
lobes in the <fi = ± n!2 that correspond to light beams directed 
along the x-axis. In the case of in-plane illumination, it may be 
that the polarization is fixed, usually either 6 = 0 or 6 = n/2, and 
that the beam direction is also fixed. In this case, Eq. (12) must 
be used without any averaging. 
3.3. Calculation of the absorption 
coefficients 
As mentioned previously, the only permitted transitions 
involve the change of a single quantum number. This 
quantum number may correspond to a final state associ-
ated to either a bound or extended one-dimensional 
wavefunction. The other two quantum numbers remain 
unchanged and may correspond to bound or extended 
one-dimensional wavefunctions. 
Photon absorption implies that the initial state 
is filled with one electron. As there are many QDs, a 
filling factor fnXt„yt„z can be defined for each state. This 
is usually a Fermi factor associated with a Fermi level 
EF;nx,ny,nz- m m o s t cases, only the fundamental state 
(1,1,1) is filled with electrons to a substantial extent. 
These electrons often come from donors introduced by 
doping. If the doping is too strong or under some other 
conditions, the first excited state may become partly 
filled. All the other states, including those in the CB, 
are essentially empty. Usually, the fundamental state 
and the first excited state associated to QDs are bound in 
all three coordinates. Transitions to other BSs are Dirac-delta 
shaped, following Eq. (10). Given that, for a = b > c , the first 
excited states are the degenerate (2,1,1) and (1,2,1) states; the 
absorption coefficient for transitions from the fundamental or 
first excited state to all other BSs is 
where £Une is, in each instance, the energy difference 
between the final and initial state in question. The number 
of totally BS in the QD is finite and usually restricted to 
few states. The factor 2 accounts for spin degeneracy. Note 
that/i,2, i =f% i, i because of symmetry. 
Because only a single quantum number is allowed to 
, • ! , . , • ! tnx.ny.nz >nxAA 
change in each transition, we have c t l n — a 11 1 or 
•nx.ny.nz -1 .nv, 1 >nx.ny.nz ' l . l .nz ,,
 n , r 
a
 111 ~ a 11 i ° r a i i i ~ a i 11 > the first two factors 
being identical because of the equality a = b. Hereafter, the 
notation a
 wl will be used for transitions from the fundamen-
tal state to a final state in which the quantum number in the u 
coordinate (u = x, y, or z) has changed to n'. It should be men-
tioned that a'u.n is affected by the polarization factors studied 
in Section 3.2. The matrix elements appearing in the a
 wn can 
be found in Eq. (A3) in the Appendix. 
We now consider transitions from the fundamental 
or the first excited state to ESs. Because the initial states 
are bound in three dimensions and only one quantum 
number may vary per transition event, absorption only 
occurs involving final states that are extended in only 
one dimension. Let us assume that it is the x dimension 
and calculate, using Eq. (6), the density N(Ex)of ESs per 
unit of energy. 
1/2 
ME ) = _ ^ ^ = _J_dk^
 = Lm< 1/2 
1 x)
 AkevendEx AkoMdEx 2VH% x ^ ' 
The energy of the absorbed photons £nne is now 
£line = £fcc,l,l — -^1,1,1 — Ex — Ex-\ ( 1 5 ) 
where EX: i represents the energy corresponding to the 
one-dimensional fundamental state. The same can be said 
for the first excited state, mutatis mutandis. 
For the transition from a BS to a state extended in 
one dimension, we use the notation a
 wn (k), where n is 
the initial value of the changing quantum number with 
corresponding coordinate u. 
«. ~2f\%\%\ J2 ( l ~fnx,ny,nz)E]meV- i j / S(E^ne — E) 
¡nx,ny,nz)/(l,l ,l) 
+ 2 / l , 2 , l Yl ( 1 ~ fnx,ny,nz)E]me% 1,2,1' ^ Celine — E) 
(nx,rey,*z)#(l, 1,1), (1,2,1), (2,1,1) 
^ 2 / 2 , 1 , 1 J2 ( l — fnx,ny,nz)E]meV- 2,1,l ' d(E]me — E) 
(nx,ny,nz)^(l, 1,1), (1,2,1), (2,1,1) 
The absorption coefficient for transitions from a BS to 
all ESs is then 
«%W = 2/„ £ (1 -/c)£a'a?1(*:)5(£file - E) 
fn\ - 2 / „ I N(Eu)EXn.u(k)5(Eliae-E)dE 
— 2/„A'(£iiile + £"„;„) £iinea M;„ (fcM (£iine + £"¡1,71)) (16) 
Taking into account that only the fundamental and first 
excited states have appreciable probability of occupation; 
we can write 
take into account the important QD strain effects and have 
been shown to be in agreement with absorption peaks ob-
served in quantum efficiency (QE) measurements [7]. 
For these parameters, previous calculations have 
revealed four bound X(x) and Y(y) functions and two bound 
Z(z) functions (see the specific procedure in [8]). The 
energy levels corresponding to these BSs relative to the 
square potential formed by the CB bottom are show in 
Figure 1. ESs are not shown. In the figure, the energy 
origin is at the GaAs CB bottom. The fundamental state 
is the (1,1,1) state with an energy of 0.20994 eV above 
the well CB bottom (0.26306 eV below the GaAs CB 
u—x^yn—1,2 
/ j in l ine ~r tJU-nJ£L]^1Q.d u-n \K,U ^£.]ine \ ^u;n)) (17) 
where the sums must take into account all the combina-
tions of possible transitions. 
The matrix elements necessary for the calculation of the 
a
 wn{k) are presented in Eqs. (A4) and (A5) in the 
Appendix. 
bottom). The first excited state is (1,2,1) or (2,1,1) with 
energy of 0.31044 eV above the well CB bottom 
(0.16256 below the GaAs CB bottom). 
4 .1 . Absorption by transitions between 
bound states 
4. DISCUSSION 
Let us apply the preceding calculations to IB material of 
the IB cell described as SB in [18] and as S3 in [19]. This 
IB cell has achieved, at low temperatures, an open circuit 
voltage very close to the GaAs bandgap [19]. The pa-
rameters characterizing these QDs are listed in Table I. 
The data sources are listed in the third column. Also in-
cluded are the potential well depth and effective masses 
calculated in [13] and [16], respectively. These parameters 
Table I. Parameters defining the quantum dots. 
a (m) 
c (m) 
mcb InAs 
mcb GaAs 
Ucb (eV) 
Iref 
F 
N, (CITT1) 
8.00E-09 
3.00E-09 
0.0294 
0.0613 
0.473 
3.5 
0.1024 
125000 
TEM 
TEM 
[16] 
[16] 
[13] 
[17] 
AFM 
Design 
TEM, transmission electron microscopy; AFM, atomic force microscopy 
In Table II, we present the absorption lines between BS, the 
matrix elements obtained by application of Eq. (A3) and the 
a's obtained by application of Eq. (10). In this table, the 
spin degeneracy is not taken into account in calculating 
a
 wn, and the polarization factor is taken to be 1. 
Transitions between quantum numbers of the same par-
ity are omitted (a' = 0 for these transitions, as discussed). 
Eline depends only on the quantum number being changed. 
For instance, the transition (1,1,1) —> (1,2,1) and the transi-
tion (2,1,1) —> (2,2,1) have the same £iine. 
Table III shows all possible transitions between BS 
under the assumption that only the fundamental level 
(1,1,1) and the first excited level with states (1,2,1) and 
(2,1,1) are appreciably filled with electrons. 
We consider four examples of illumination: an unpo-
larized beam in the z direction (denoted z), an unpolar-
ized beam in the x direction (x), a y-polarized beam 
in the x direction (x/y), and a z-polarized beam in the 
x direction (x/z). Using the formulas in Section 3.2, we 
present the polarization coefficient of the transition. The 
values of or are calculated according to Eq. (13) using 
the values in Table II. The states in the sum are 
Transition 
£|¡ne (eV) 
(4>}y\4>')\2/4ab 
• n 
au-n 
1->2 
0.101 
0.04889 
5.17734 
Table II. Bound-to-bour 
nx, 
2 ^ 3 
0.159 
0.06154 
10.2849 
id 
ny 
evel transitions. 
3 ^ 4 
0.175 
0.05736 
10.5887 
1->4 
0.434 
1.9451 x10~ 4 
0.0890091 
nz 
1 ^ 2 
0.312 
0.01281 
4.20973 
Table III. Bound-to-bound state transitions and their polarization 
factors for several polarization modalities. 
Start End xly xlz 
111-
121-
211-
121 
211 
141 
411 
112 
131 
221 
421 
122 
311 
221 
241 
212 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
0 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
determined with the help of Table III. Each a
 u.n in the 
sum is multiplied by the polarization factor 
corresponding to the type of illumination also found in 
Table III. Several terms in the sum may correspond to 
the same line. The absorption spectrum is a train of 
Dirac deltas. The Dirac delta distribution is usually ap-
proximated by a more distributed function to account 
for the statistical contribution of QDs of variable dimen-
sions in the sample. We use a Gaussian distribution, 
d(E-EXix Oy/ñ exp 
(E — E\m&)¿ 
0.2 0.3 
£(eV) 
Figure 2. Absorption coefficient due to transitions between 
bound states. Dashed black curve, z (normal) unpolarized beam; 
blue curve, x unpolarized beam; red curve, /-polarized x-beam; 
green curve, z-polarized x-beam. (A) the fundamental (1,1,1) 
state is filled to 50%. (B) the fundamental state is filled to 
100%, and the first excited states (1,2,1) and (2,1,1) are filled 
to 50%. G = 0.025 eV. 
(18) 
where a represents the energy dispersion. This dispersion 
depends on the regularity of the sample, although the 
integrated values are independent of a. The energy 
dispersion has been set to 0.025 eV. 
Optimal filling for IB solar cells requires the funda-
mental state to be partially filled and the first excited 
state to be empty [20]. For QDIPs, the fundamental 
state should be totally filled, and the first excited state 
should be empty. Focusing our study on IB solar cells, 
we present in Figure 2 the absorption coefficients for 
the case (A) fx x x = 0.5,/^2, i =fz, i, i = 0 corresponding 
to optimal doping of the IB region and for the case 
(B) / I , I , I = 1 , / I , 2 , I= /2 , I , I = 0.5 corresponding to over-
doping. The illumination conditions are specified in 
the figure caption. 
Compared with the first case, the second case leads 
to a much stronger absorption and exhibits a line at 
0.159 eV absent in the first case. What is more, there 
is a reduction in the intensity of the first line relative 
to the last line. The different beam directions and polar-
izations have a strong influence on the absorption spec-
trum. In particular, the in-plane unpolarized illumination 
reduces the absorption by half at the 0.101 eV line with 
respect to the normal unpolarized illumination but 
produces an additional absorption at the 0.312 eV line. 
4.2. Absorption by transitions between 
bound and extended states 
We present in Table IV the possible absorption transitions 
if the only initial states with electrons are again the 
Table IV. Bound-to-extended state transitions for several 
polarization modalities and their polarization factors. 
Beam/pol. xly xlz 
111 —^  
121-> 
211-> 
1k1 
k11 
11k 
1k1 
k2l 
12k 
2k1 
k11 
21k 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
fundamental and the first excited states. The absorption co-
efficient is given by Eq. (17) summing over all the transi-
tions found in this table. The matrix elements are given 
by Eq. (A4) when the starting changing quantum number 
is 1 and by Eq. (A5) when the starting changing quantum 
number is 2. The a
 u.n is calculated with Eq. (10). The po-
larization factors are also in Table IV. The functions otESn(k) 
defined in Eq. (16) are zero for photon energies below Eu. „ 
but are nonzero at this energy, that is, they show a dis-
continuity at their onset. To account for this, we can 
multiply them by a step function starting at Eu. n. How-
ever, in the same way, we have used a Gaussian func-
tion, instead of a Dirac delta, to account for the 
dispersion of shapes of the QDs; here, we can replace 
the step function with 
H(E - £lir exp E-Eu. 2(7 (19) 
with (7 = 0.025 eV. In Figure 3, we present the absorp-
tion coefficients oiBS + oiES for the cases (A) f\ \ \ = 0.5, 
/i,2,i=/2,i,i = 0 and (B)/i fi fi = 1^1,2,1 =/2,i,i = 0.5. 
To the left of each graph, we observe the BS —>• BS 
absorption lines (xBS already drawn in Figure 2. To the 
right, the BS —>• ES continuous absorption spectra otES is 
Figure 3. Absorption coefficient due to transitions between 
bound-to-bound and bound-to-extended states. Dashed black 
curve, z (normal) unpolarized beam; blue curve, x unpolarized 
beam; red curve, /-polarized x-beam; green curve, z-polarized 
x-beam. (A) the fundamental (1,1,1) state is filled to 50%. 
(B) the fundamental state is filled to 100%, and the first excited 
states (1,2,1) and (2,1,1) are filled to 50%. a = 0.025eV. 
shown. Indeed, it continues beyond 1.5 eV. However, 
above this energy, the radiation is filtered by VB —>• CB 
transitions either at the emitter or within the IB region. 
Thus, the B S ^ E S absorption beyond 1.5 eV becomes 
negligible. 
In Figure 3, we observe that the absorption is higher for 
the case with more electrons, as expected. This does not 
imply that the case with more electrons would be optimal 
for an IB solar cell because the fundamental state must 
be only partially filled to be able to accept electrons gener-
ated from the VB [20]. The intraband spectrum covers 
almost the entire spectrum with the exception of some very 
low photon energies. Actually, the absorption we have cal-
culated is a variation of free electron absorption acting 
from the BSs, which are detached from the CB ESs. As 
in the case of free electrons, this absorption is not directly 
associated with electron-hole generation and therefore is 
not appreciated as a current, except in some special devices 
such as IB solar cells and QDIPs when the appropriate 
conditions are met. 
The magnitude of this absorption is rather small when 
compared with the VB —> CB absorption (which is over 
three orders of magnitude stronger). However, it is compa-
rable with that observed for the intraband transitions lead-
ing to the sub-bandgap internal QE calculated in [7]. The 
detailed balance counterpart of the absorption calculated 
here is the photon emission. Knowing this, we can under-
take realistic detailed balance calculations. This paper is 
intended to be a necessary step towards their formulation. 
Going one step further toward a detailed balance study, 
we give in Table V the gross generation calculated with 
Eq. (8) for the extraterrestrial (air mass zero, AMO) spec-
trum of solar photons, that is (see e.g. in [21]), 
d/Vph _ 1 In 
~áE~ 46000 c2h3 
exp kB5160 
(20) 
The value 5760 is the sun's photosphere temperature 
(in K), and the term 1/4600 is the photon dilution at the 
sun-earth distance. The term gross generation is used 
because recombination, that is, transitions with the emis-
sion of a photon, is not accounted for. 
Table V. Generation in A cm due to air mass zero illumination 
for transitions form a full (1,1,1) state to the transition-connected 
states. 
121 
211 
141 
411 
112 
1k1 
k11 
11k 
V 
0.0081 
0.0081 
0.0018 
0.0018 
0.0000 
1.8274 
1.8274 
0.0000 
X 
0.0081 
0.0000 
0.0018 
0.0000 
0.0503 
1.8274 
0.0000 
3.8077 
xy 
0.0162 
0.0000 
0.0036 
0.0000 
0.0000 
3.6548 
0.0000 
0.0000 
xz 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.1006 
0.0000 
0.0000 
7.6155 
In Table V, the generation rate is multiplied by the 
electron charge so that the calculated values are in A 
cm~ . Multiplying by the volume of the device gives 
the current generation. The values in the table corre-
spond to the (1,1,1) state being totally filled of electrons 
and all other states being empty. For partial filling, we 
must multiply the values in this table by the filling 
factor of the fundamental level. For transitions to the 
continuous spectrum, the transitions stop at 1.5 eV. 
The radiation is considered to be filtered for higher 
energies as discussed previously. It can be seen that 
the transitions to the continuous spectrum are signifi-
cantly stronger than those to the BSs. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper uses and further develops the separation of vari-
ables model for QDs in the frame of k-p theory already pre-
sented elsewhere [8]. The model is used to calculate the 
absorption coefficient for transitions between BSs and ESs. 
Analytical expressions of the optical matrix elements 
corresponding to these transitions are given in this paper 
(Appendix). Because of the small overlap between the ES 
and BS wavefunctions, the matrix elements are small. How-
ever, because of the numerous states of the continuous ES 
spectrum, the aggregate contribution of all transitions leads 
to a finite absorption coefficient that is very important. The BS 
ES transitions have been introduced into the frame of our 
separation of variables k-p model for the first time. For com-
pleteness, we also present the BS —> BS transitions that were 
already introduced in a previous letter [8] but here with the 
analytical expressions included explicitly in the Appendix. 
In our separation of variables model, wavefunctions 
may be extended in zero, one, two, or three dimensions 
and bound in the rest. Our model establishes that the only 
possible transitions are those that link states differing in 
only one (out of three) quantum number. Therefore, the 
continuous spectrum states that can receive an electron 
by photon absorption from a BS electron are extended in 
a single dimension. 
When comparing the VB —> BS interband absorption 
[7] and the BS —> CB intraband absorption presented 
here, we find that they are of similar strength. It is con-
cluded that such transitions are strong enough as to pro-
vide a quick path to the CB for electrons pumped from 
the valence to the IB. In the previous work [7], this 
result had been assumed implicitly in the calculation 
of the QE, the accuracy of the assumption being 
inferred from the good agreement between the calcu-
lated and measured QEs. 
The absorption may have been expected to be stronger 
than for the interband transitions calculated in [7] because 
the valence band states have a zero component in the CB, 
and therefore, the transitions must occur with the 8% 
projection of the CB wavefunctions already mentioned. 
However, this is compensated by the relatively large num-
ber of heavy hole BSs in the VB. 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix, we define £ = (2mjft )[/0 . We use k0 and 
fei corresponding to even and odd functions, respectively. 
These are either bound or extended; in the former case, 
they take any of the permitted discrete values. The formu-
lae that follow are the result of extensive but straight-
forward calculations. The calculations are made for the 
x-coordinate but are equally valid for the other coordinates, 
mutatis mutandis. 
The expression a(x) contains a cosine or a sine function 
flanked by fading exponential functions with coefficients 
properly matched to assure continuity. The continuity of 
the derivative is assured if k fulfills Eq. (3). 
The three-dimensional norm is the product of three one-
dimensional norms. 
A2 Norm of extended functions 
The periodic conditions assumed for the one-dimensional 
wavefunctions in a segment of length 2L determine the 
continuous spectrum formed by the set of permitted values 
of k=jn/2L, where j is an integer. For the proper choice of 
9 in Eq. (4), the continuity of the functions (and their deri-
vatives) at x = d is assured, but this choice will not affect 
the result. For the unbounded even (j odd) and odd (j even) 
functions, the norms are respectively 
NLo = 2 cos
2(kx)dx + I c o s 2 ( -
= d-
,dx 
2L-Q 
0 d 
dcos(kd)sm(kd) ,
 s (L-B) ( d-B 
d L 
4 , ! = 2 sin2(kx)dx+ I sin2) — 2L-B dx 
•-d-
0 d 
dcos(kd) sin(kd) 
(A2) 
For very large L (as compared with d, \lk, and 0), N =L 
independent of the j taken (provided jn<<L). Usually, 
L = 1 cm is more than sufficient. 
A3 Matrix elements for bound functions 
A1 Norm of bound functions 
Denoting the width of the potential well for the dimension 
in consideration as d, the one- dimensional norms NB0 and 
NBI for respective even and odd functions are is given by 
3C 
N%0 = 2 / a(x)2dx = d + 
o 
A^! = 2 / a(xfdx = d -
dcos(M) sin(M) dcos2(M) 
d cos(M) sin(M) d sin2 (led) 
kd ^C2d2-k2d2 
(Al) 
The matrix elements must link one even and one odd func-
tion. The matrix element is 
The subindex 0 corresponds to the even solution, the 
subindex 1 to the odd solution. 
A4 Matrix elements for extended functions 
We are actually considering the matrix elements linking 
bound and extended functions. We can consider two cases: 
the bound function is even and the extended function is 
odd and vice versa. Starting with the first case, 
For the case of transitions of an odd BS to an even ES, 
the formula is 
(<xo|x|ai) — 2d 2k(,dún{k(,d) [(kld
2
 — k^d2) ún{k\d) — 2k\dcos{k\d) 
(k20d2 - kjcPfNuoNm 
cos(k0d) [(kld2 + k\d2)d2 ún{k\d) + k\ (k2, — kl)d3 cos(fciíí) 
(k2d2 - k2d2)2NB0NB1 
1 + ^C2d2 - k2d2 + ^d2 - k\d2\ cos(M) sin(M) 
-2d2 
^/C2d2 - k2d2 + ^/C2d2 - k\d2\ NB0NB 
(A3) 
(vB0s\x\v.f)=2d2 kodsin(kod) [(k^d
2
 — kjd2) ún(k\d) — 2k\dcos(k\d) 
-2d2 
(k2d2-k2d2YNmÜl2 
s(kod) \ik\d2 + k2d2)d2 sin(M) + h (&o _ kí)d3 cos(M)" 
cos(kod) sm(k\d) 
-2d2 
(k2d2 - k^YNmÜl2 
k2é[l + Jí2d2 -kld2)- k2d2 - 1 + Jí2d2 - k\d2 
cos(kod) ún(k\d) 
-2d2-
{k2d2-k2d2)2NmÜl2 
k0dcot(kod) (kld2 - k\d2 - 2^t2d2 - k¡dA - 2d2t 
{kld2 - k^yNmÜl2 
(A4) 
BS\ I ES\ _ o ^ 2 ) = 2é kodsin(kod) [(kld
2
 — k^d2) sm{k\d) — 2k\dcos{k\d) 
(kld2-k2d2)2NmÜl2 
-2a2- s(k0d) [(kld
2
 + k\d2)d2 sinf^d) + h (¿fcg - k2)d3 cosfad) 
(k2Qd2 - k2d2)2NmlM2 
cos(kod) ún(k\d) 
-2d2 
kld2 - 1 + Jí2d2 - k\d2 - k2d2 1 + JC2<fl - k\d2 
(k20d2 - k2d2)lNml}¡2 
(A5) 
cos(kod) sin(k\d) 
-2d¿ 
k0dcot{k0d) í k2d2 - kld2 - 2JC2d2 - k\d2 + 2d2[2 
(kld2 - kltPyNmÜl2 
